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Seeking feedback from our teams is among the most high-

impact actions that any organisation can take. It creates 

a sense of respect, transparency, safety and empowerment. 

It requires humility in admitting that no organisation or 

leader is perfect and demonstrates an intent to improve the 

environment and ways in which we work.  

While this has always been true, the pandemic has 

magnified just how crucial a healthy work environment is. 

It has brought to the forefront key areas of organisational 

resilience, hybrid working, virtual collaboration (and its 

pitfalls), the significance of promoting mental health, digital 

transformation, diversity, equity, wellness, and inclusion.   

Speaking of organisational resilience, particularly during 

a crisis such as Covid, it is well established that already 

healthy work environments weather storms and thrive in a 

way that others cannot (defensive posture). Even when not 

faced with crises (progressive posture), work environments 

that welcome challenge, respect individual needs, create a 

sense of psychological safety and belonging, will generate 

better and more sustainable outcomes.

With all this in mind, we consulted a diverse set of 

stakeholders and decided to champion a conversation on 

employment practices in Uganda, in line with our purpose 

which is to help Ugandans get the most out of life. 

The Prudential Best HR Practices Survey is aimed at 

establishing a holistic measurement of human capital 

and talent management and is designed to capture the 

viewpoint of our colleagues and team-members directly. 

Some of the thematic areas of this survey are diversity 

and inclusion, flexible performance management, talent 

development, employee empowerment and wellness, 

collaboration and communication, reward and recognition, 

quality and innovation.   

I wish to thank our partners Uganda Investment Authority; 

Private Sector Foundation Uganda; Federation of Uganda 

Employers; Human Capital International and Brighter 

Monday for their generosity and support. 

I wish to thank every organisation that shared this survey 

with their employees. This shows your commitment to 

receiving feedback and reflects your commitment to 

transparency. 

To the team from PricewaterhouseCoopers Limited (PwC), 

thanks for applying the rigorous, independent and scientific 

approach that has resulted in this robust and impactful 

report. 

Most of all, I thank everyone who participated directly 

and made their voice heard. Thank you for being agent of 

change and improvement.  

Tuli Nawe! 

Foreword

Arjun Mallik

Regional CEO Prudential Eastern 

and Central Africa
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Welcome to the Prudential HR Best Practices 2021 Survey 

Report in collaboration with the Private Sector Foundation 

of Uganda, the Federation of Uganda Employers, Human 

Capital International, the Uganda Investment Authority, 

and Brighter Monday. This is our inaugural survey which was 

conducted in late 2021, a year characterised by significant 

worldwide disruption and unprecedented changes arising 

from the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Following the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic in 

2020, many employers and organisations responded and 

adapted with a lot of speed and agility to blend people and 

technology in the most dynamic ways in the new normal of 

remote working. 

During this period, employee well-being and welfare ceased 

to be just a nice to have and became a strategic imperative 

for employers. At the same time, the pandemic has shifted 

employees’ priorities and expectations at an unprecedented 

rate. Employees are now placing greater value on a 

mix of new work-related benefits, workplace conditions, 

and rewards than ever before. This means that all of us 

employers need to rethink our Employee Value Proposition 

(EVP) to compete for, attract and retain top talent.

It is against this background that Prudential Assurance 

Uganda Limited with support from PwC carried out the HR 

Best Practices Survey 2021.

This is a Human Capital and Talent Management Best 

Practices Survey aimed at giving employers an opportunity 

to hear from their employees on how they (the employees) 

assess their organization’s HR practices, with regards to their 

alignment with the organisation’s values, mission, vision 

and purpose, and what more needs to be done to create a 

better work-life blend (work-life balance).

This survey aims to hear from employees on what their 

employers are doing or should be doing to create a culture of 

connectivity, collaboration, and trust in the workplace which 

will make employees feel inspired to perform at their best 

especially in the current environment of remote working and 

digital connectivity.

Objectives of the survey

The Prudential HR Best Practices 2021 survey seeks to 

recognise organisations that have implemented people 

policies, systems, and processes that create and sustain 

productivity along with industrial peace and harmony. In 

particular, the survey strives to;

Recognise and publicly award Ugandan Employers who 

have exhibited excellence in the various human resources 

thematic areas over the year in review. Provide an additional 

forum for discussion and agenda setting on the need to 

embrace best practices in Human Resource Management 

through a well branded, presented, and organized event;

To compile and disseminate information on the status of 

Human Resource Management in Uganda and identify 

areas for improvement and emerging trends; and

To provide feedback to participating employers on their 

status regarding the attainment of best practices in Human 

Resource Management.

This is an employee opinion and perceptions satisfaction 

survey. It was a survey designed as well as conducted to 

measure as well as assess employee’s views, attitudes, and 

perceptions of their organisation’s various HR practices. 

Overview | Background

Prudential HR Best Practices 2021 Survey Report

Uthman Mayanja

Country Senior Partner,  

PwC Uganda
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The survey captured employee perceptions regarding 

engagement (how connected and involved employees 

are with their work), satisfaction, work itself, recognition 

and value, support from their managers and supervisors, 

opportunities for growth and development, communication 

and decision-making, and well-being.

In addition, the survey collected ideas from employees 

regarding solutions for increasing employee engagement 

within their organisations. 

The survey invited employees to comment, rate, and assess 

their employers HR practices and policies by responding to 

questions in the survey under the following 12 thematic 

areas:

1.  Organisation Performance and Confidence 

2.  Leadership Alignment, and Involvement

3.  Collaboration and Communication

4.  Reward and Recognition

5.  Quality and Innovation

6.  Diversity and Inclusion

7.  Learning and Development

8.  Risk and Compliance 

9.  Workplace Culture and Environment

10.  Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 

Compliance

11.  Covid-19 Response and Support 

12.  Well-being Programmes

Organisations that had a representative number of their 

employees participating in this survey should be able to use 

the results of this survey to gain insights that they can use 

to design as well as improve on their employment practices 

geared towards attracting, training, retaining, and rewarding 

their employees.

If properly analysed and used, we believe that the results of 

this survey can be used by the organisations that participated 

in this inaugural Prudential Best Practices HR Survey 2021 

to reveal a great deal of information about employee 

perceptions that organisations and their management can 

use to improve the workplace.

What was measured

Survey Scale Rating

Strongly agree 5

Agree 4

Neither Agree or Disagree 3

Disagree 2

Strongly Disagree 1

Table 1 showing the survey scale and rating 
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For all engagement, satisfaction, and drivers of engagement items and dimensions, 

scores are provided on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 is highest/most positive rating, 1 is 

the lowest/most negative rating, and 3 indicates a neutral rating.

Guidance on Interpretation of results

Score 5 4 3 2 1

Meaning Strongly  

agree

Agree Neither 

agree nor 

disagree

Disagree Strongly  

disagree

The results for all the responses received from the 1,526 employees who participated 

in the survey, under the 12 thematic areas have been collated and analysed to 

give a representative picture of the level of employee engagement in all the 534 

organisations that participated in the survey.

For all the results for each thematic area, mean scores have been provided along 

with total overall results of the percentage favourable for each thematic area. Mean 

scores represent the mathematical average response.
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The survey was administered online by PwC, with a unique link to the survey emailed to each employee of the organisations that 

participated in the survey.

The questions used in the survey were very short and simple. The survey contained 68 questions under 12 thematic areas and 

did not require more than 15 minutes to complete.

Survey Process

Stage 1

Online Survey

Stage 2

Survey Ranking

Stage 3

Validation of data

Stage 4
Reporting and 

awards

• The online survey run 

from October 2021 to 

December 2021.

• The online survey was 

a self assessment of 

employees of each 

of their organisation 

and how it performs 

in each of the 12 

thematic areas.

• The online survey 

link was sent out 

by PwC to Human 

Resource contacts in 

organisations who in 

turn sent out the link 

to their staff to enable 

as many employees as 

possible to fill out the 

survey from the same 

organisation.

• Once the survey 

closed, a rank order 

was generated 

according to scores by 

our online tool (as per 

how staff members 

had rated their 

Organisations).

• A shortlist of 10 

organisations per 

thematic area has 

been presented from 

the self assessment 

scores.

• Identification of 

what stood out in 

each of the thematic 

areas was also done 

from the open ended 

questions in each 

thematic area of the 

survey.

• Validation of scores 

by subject matter 

experts has also 

been done to ensure 

all media reports on 

any Organisation 

have been taken into 

consideration.

• Ranking per thematic 

area was done and a 

winner and runners-

up were identified 

as well as the top 

organisations per 

thematic area.

• Ultimately the overall 

three winners were 

identified.

• A survey report has 

been developed and 

will be shared with 

Prudential Assurance.

• I n d i v i d u a l l y 

customized reports 

are also available 

on request but at a 

minimal cost.
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Survey Participants by Sector

Survey statistics

Survey Participants by Sector

The NGO sector had the majority while the Media and Entertainment Sector had the least number of respondents. Please see 

the Appendix Section of the Report for a full list of participants.

Sector Percentage Respondents

Agriculture 4% 59

Banking 10% 152

Business Services 4% 65

Education 4% 57

Financial Services 10% 151

Government Agencies and 

Authorities

5% 74

Health and Pharmaceutical 3% 39

Information and Technology 3% 40

Insurance 8% 128

Leisure and Hospitality 2% 23

Sector Percentage Respondents

Media and Entertainment 1% 10

Not Specified 3% 40

NPO/NGO 17% 292

Oil and Gas 2% 27

Other 4% 61

Power, Energy and Utilities 3% 41

Professional Services 3% 48

Trade and Retail 2% 28

Manufacturing 12% 191

Total 100% 1526

534
Participating 

organisations

Online 

interviews 

averaging 10-15 

minutes

Interviews were 

conducted 

between  October 

December 2021

1526 
Survey 

respondents/

responses

17+
Participating 

sectors

Table 2: Survey participants by sector
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Respondents Key Demographics

Female, 

42%

Male, 

57%

Not 

Specified, 

1%

Respondents By Gender

Female

Male

Not Specified

Figure 1: Gender representation

Figure 3: Participants by number of employees

Figure 2: Participants by age

Figure 4: Participants by tenure

Majority of the respondents were male 57% Respondents aged between 20 to 40 years constituted the 

biggest majority

13

43

235

580

655

0 200 400 600 800

Not Specified

51 - 60 years

41 - 50 years

20 - 30 years

31 - 40 years

Respondents by Age

46%

36%

17%
1%

Respondents by Size of 

Organisation

More than 250

Less than 100

Between 100

and 250

Not Specified

Large organisations (more than 250 Employees) had the 

most respondents.

17

58

128

275

315

733

0 200 400 600 800

Not Specified

More than 15 years

10 - 15 Years

Less than 1 Year

5 - 10 Years

1 - 5 Years

Respondents by Tenure

The majority of the respondents have been with their 

employers for 1-5 years 
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Defining Employee Engagement

What is employee engagement?

The extent to which employees are motivated to contribute to business success, and are willing to apply 

discretionary effort to accomplishing tasks important to the achievement of business goals.

Why is employee engagement important?

Research links engagement with quality of work performance and business outcomes. Numerous studies have 

demonstrated that an engaged workforce can have a significant effect on financial and operational results. 

What are the key outcomes of employee engagement?

Employees who are more engaged produce higher quality work and are less likely to be absent, claim Workers’ 

Compensation, or terminate employment. 

Businesses with highly engaged employees see higher customer satisfaction, have lower turnover rates, and 

outperform businesses with lower levels of employee engagement.

Measure Definition

PwC Engagement index The average rating across the  PwC 

engagement items, on a scale of 1 to 5.

Percent Favourable The percentage of employees that 

responded favourably (Agree, Strongly 

Agree) across all survey items.

Intent to stay The average to the item, “I intend to 

stay with my Organisation for another 

12 months.”

Table 3: Definitions

Survey definitions

 Percentage favourable

• The percent favourable is a percentage of the responses 

that are 4 or 5 (Agree or Strongly Agree).

•  Percentage favourable score  of between 0-16 is 

considered unfavourable to an organization. (upto 64%)

•  Percentage favourable score of between 17-25 (68% 

-100%) is considered fair to an organization.
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Employee Engagement

Figure 5: Overall employee engagement, intent to stay and percentage favourable

Engagement
index

Intent to stay Percentage
favourable

Overall engagement index,
intent to stay and

percentage favourable
87% 88% 80%

87%
88%

80%

76%
78%
80%
82%
84%
86%
88%
90%

Overall engagement index, intent 

to stay and percentage favourable

•  Employee engagement index is 87%,- 

this means that generally employees 

are motivated to contribute to business 

success, and are willing to go the extra 

mile for their Organisations’ achievement 

of business goals.

•  The intent to stay is at 88%, which 

means that almost 90% of staff intend 

to stay with their employer for the next 

12 months.

•  Percentage favourable is the percentage 

of questions answered either as agree or 

strongly agree

87%

87%

86%

88%

85%

86%

86%

87%

87%

88%

88%

89%

89%

20-30 years 31-40 years 41-50 years 51-60 years

Engagement index by age

86%
85% 85%

90%

86%

80%

82%

84%

86%

88%

90%

92%

Less

than 1

year

1-5

years

5-10

years

10-15

years

More

than

15

years

Engagement index by 

tenure

Figure 6: Engagement index by age Figure 7: Engagement index by tenure
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Less than

1 year
1 - 5 years

5 - 10

years

10 - 15

years

More than

15 years

Percentage favourable 86% 80% 80% 86% 89%

74%

76%

78%

80%

82%

84%

86%

88%

90%

92%

Intent to stay by tenure

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

20 - 30 years 31 - 40 years 41 - 50 years 51 - 60 years
Percentage favourable 79% 83% 81% 96%

Intent to stay by age

Defining Employee Engagement

Figure 8: Intent to stay by tenure

Figure 9: Intent to stay by age

•  Employees who have been 

in the organisation for more 

than 15 years have the highest 

percentage favourable score 

(95%) while those who have 

been in the organisation for 

5 to 10 years have the lowest 

(80%) in this category.

•  Employees between 51 to 

60 years have the highest 

percentage favourable score 

(92%) while those between 20 

to 30 years have the lowest 

(83%) in this category.
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0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Company performance

Collaboration and communication

Leadership, alignment and involvement

Reward and recognition

Quality and innovation

Diversity and inclusion

Learning and development

Risk and compliance

Workplace, culture and environment

Environmental, Social and Governance…

Covid-19 response and support

Well-being programmes

92%

84%

87%

60%

81%

85%

79%

81%

82%

79%

86%

65%

Percentage favourable

Theme Summary

Figure 10: Theme summary

Figure 11: Theme Summary Scores

• Amongst the twelve thematic 

areas surveyed, Reward and 

recognition had the lowest 

favourable score.

• This means that focus should 

be directed towards ensuring 

employees are competitively 

remunerated.

• The next area of focus should 

be well-being programmes.

• The third area of focus is 

the Environmental, Social, 

Governance (ESG) compliance.

O r g a n i s a t i o n  P e r f o r m a n c e  a n d  C o n f i d e n c e ;

L e a d e r s h i p  A l i g n m e n t  a n d  I n v o l v e m e n t ;

E m p l o y e e  E n g a g e m e n t  a n d  E n a b l e m e n t ;

C o l l a b o r a t i o n  a n d  C o m m u n i c a t i o n ;

R e w a r d  a n d  R e c o g n i t i o n ;

Q u a l i t y  a n d  I n n o v a t i o n ;

D i v e r s i t y  a n d  I n c l u s i o n ;

L e a r n i n g  a n d  D e v e l o p m e n t ;

R i s k  a n d  C o m p l i a n c e ;

W o r k p l a c e ,  C u l t u r e  a n d  E n v i r o n m e n t ;

E n v i r o n m e n t a l ,  S o c i a l  a n d  G o v e r n a n c e  ( E S G )  …

C o v i d - 1 9  R e s p o n s e  a n d  S u p p o r t ;  a n d

E m p l o y e e  W e l l - B e i n g  a n d  W e l l n e s s .

59%

41%

50%

41%

24%

32%

45%

36%

42%

38%

35%

52%

26%

28%

39%

32%

37%

32%

43%

34%

38%

35%

39%

39%

30%

35%

4%

8%

7%

8%

18%

11%

8%

11%

9%

10%

13%

6%

15%

1%

3%

2%

4%

12%

5%

4%

5%

4%

5%

5%

4%

11%

9%
9%
9%
9%

14%
9%
10%
10%
9%
9%
8%
9%

13%

Strongly agree Agree Neither Agree Nor Disagree Disagree Strongly Disagree

Theme summary scores
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1. What makes your organisation stand out from the rest?

 Responses and comments from employees 

•  Staff motivation

•  Proactiveness 

•  Organisation vision and mission

•  Machinery and technology

•  The Passion of management 

team to create the value in 

Human resource development. 

•  Clear and communicated 

values and policies

•  Efficient use of its resources to 

achieve set objectives 

•  Customer centricity

•  Vibrant Team

•  Clear policies and fairness 

•  Unique products, high quality, 

and delivery in time

•  Our Brand

•  Honest Approach

•  Quality of staff

•  Teamwork and flexibility 

•  Its highly innovative, advanced with 

technology 

•  Provision of upscale benefits 

•  Strong customer trust in our products

•  Staff motivation – paying full salary 

during the pandemic lockdown 

•  Teamwork 

•  Equal opportunity organization

•  Working together

•  The humanitarian work

•  Its inclusion in society affairs to build the society they work in. 

• Company’s fundamental values-caring for other 

people

•  Career growth for employees and motivation 

•  Welfare and health is priority

•  Likable brands that people want to do business 

with & make us stand out
•  The efforts of every employee 

irrespective of their level matters 

and are always rewarded if they 

meet the objectives and targets 

set. That is a great motivator 

•  Strategy is cascaded to all teams

•  Remuneration

•  Branding

•  Team spirit

 •  Work environment

•  Underperformance is managed well.

•  Good governance 

•  Office culture 

•  Its ability to fulfil its promises

•  The leaders are hands on and make an effort to understand every unit and 

Department

•  Inclusion in society affairs to build the society they work in.

•  It gives chance to everyone to work

•  The efforts of every employee 

irrespective of their level matters 

and are always rewarded if they 

meet the objectives and targets set. 

That is a great motivator

•  Its highly innovative, advanced with 

technology

•  There is company growth from time 

to time 

•  Excellent Human Capital 

Management structures in 

place which are well aligned 

and have a high regard for 

the employee in terms of 

welfare, comfort, suitability 

among others 

•  Teamwork & innovation

•  Benefits offered

•  Supporting the neighboring 

community through job 

creation
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2.  What do you feel your Organisation should improve on around reward and 

recognition?

 Responses and comments from employees 

•  Staff motivation and team 

building 

•  They should openly discuss 

rewards and promotions 

•  Fair reward processes 

•  Medical insurance and other allowances 

•  Reward and recognition of top 

performing employees

•  Medical insurance and other allowances 

•  Award for every achievement obtained 

•  Reward every five years

 •  Award for every achievement 

obtained 

•  Delegation of powers down wards to 

the lower supervisors 

•  Emphasis on quarterly team building 

•  Staff retention 

•  Fair and equitable salary scale at 

all levels

 •  Trust its employees

•  We should recognise employees 

more monthly with photos

•  I think we should have rewards 

for all whether performing or not 

for inspiring the rest of the team. 

•  Increase salaries annually

•  Introduce monthly employee 

recognition programs 

•  It should be based on 

performance at work

•  Retirement packages

•  Fairness

•  Improve training systems 

•  With more visibility 

•  Clear reward and recognition system

•  Improve performance management 

tools

•  Recognition of high performers 

•  Bonus and other allowances

•  Long service awards 

•  Transparency and fairness

•  Proper communication of 

reward system

•  Increase in Remuneration  

•  It should be fair and just with assessing employees

•  Experience should be rewarded & Team-work should be encouraged

•  Awarding each year and not based on personal likes.

•  Monthly recognition of employees 

•  There should be two different criteria/ parameters to have appraisal 

of performance e.g quarterly and yearly

•  Draw clear lines of what reward awaits 

who especially for the administration and 

stick to the promises and it should be 

more than just papers 

•  The administrators should stop being tribalistic. 

They should also stop mistreating their juniors. 

They humiliate teachers in meetings and tell 

them how gates are open for exits. We are 

always working under threats. Some of our 

colleagues are in court. 

•  I do encourage and pray 

that my organisation 

continues to grow and its 

achieves its targets. 

•  Increase salary for all scales 

evenly 

•  It should embrace 

gamification strategies to 

reward and motivate high 

performers 

•  I am happy with how 

rewards are handled 

•  To provide more benefits to 

its employees (allowance) 

•  Pay overtime allowances, the price for leave without pay should match with payment when one works on a rest day 

•  They should openly discuss rewards and Streamline rewards and promotions in a way that is just and equitable

•  They should reward monthly for the outstanding employee of the month.

•  Increase on commission for agents 

•  Risk should be worth the reward 
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2.  What do you feel your Organisation should improve on around reward and 

recognition? (cont’d)

 Responses and comments from employees 

•  Improve on the reward approach by appreciating 

each person contribution accordingly. For 

example back office teams to fill valued and 

appreciated in terms of salary increments. 
•  My organization should start offering payments in form of quality 

bonus to all employees at the end of every year, other than a 

selected few individual. This has reduced the effectiveness and 

hardworking of employees 

•  They should benchmark salaries 

with other players in the market 

and for internal promotions. 

They should renumerate the 

colleagues appropriately as they 

would have done for new joiners

•  Diversify to include all categories of staff members 

•  Should mostly be based on performance 

•  Rewards and Promotion should speak to someone’s performance for a given period of Time. If someone has exhibited great 

performance over the years, they need to be recognized and promoted

•  Increasing salaries of staff who have worked for many years. It motivates organization’s employees
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3. What stands out in your workplace environment that makes you proud of 

working here?

 Responses and comments from employees 

•  Passion exhibited by 

employees 

•  Training & skills 

development. 

•  Friendly environment 

•  Free working environment 

•  Job security and equal 

opportunity employer

 •  Management listens to staff 

needs 

•  Prestigious organization 

•  Being able to put your ideas on 

table. 

•  Facilitating and encouraging 

learning and development of 

staff 

•  Strong and supportive management system 

•  Reputation and brand 

•  Free knowledge sharing. 

•  The Bottom to top or top to bottom both 

are adopted by all which is the unique 

combination concerns. 

•  Values and ethics 

•  Supportive team 

•  Timely remuneration 

•  Professionalism

•  Teamwork and unity 

•  1. As a female, to be involved in company 

discussion making. 2.The way it delegates its 

responsibility, that if you can, the chance is 

given to you to express it. Either female or 

male employee.

•  The scale of operations is bigger than the 

average

•  Teamwork

•  Provision of necessary tools of trade and 

facilitation

•  People

•  Equal treatment

•  Supportive top management 

•  Team building 

•  Freedom to share ideas and be 

creative 

•  Favourable working environment

•  Opportunity for career growth 

•  It feels at home not a strange place

•  I have been given an opportunity to be 

innovative

•  Discussing issues freely 

•  Colleagues are free with each other and 

great organization performance 

•  We are given a chance to grow our career 

through manufactured. departmental 

rotation

•  Colleagues are free with each other and 

great organization performance 

•  Ethical Practices

•  Divergent ideas are freely 

discussed without fear of one 

losing their jobs. 

•  Kindness 

•  Exposure and improvement of work 

•  The availability of resources to use in the teaching / learning process that help me 

to do my work with ease. More to that, is the great team work exhibited by people 

in my organization.

•  The students are disciplined and cultured. So they are a fertile ground for me to 

cherish my interests of serving and supporting the community. 

•  A Social and Careers 

Counseling office, a 

reliable Insurance 

Policy and Medical 

Insurance cover

•  Clear policies and 

procedures 

•  The company gives 

refreshment for all employees 

(water, breakfast and lunch). 

They is need to provide 

other incentives other than 

refreshments though 

•  Hands on experience with 

my work and continuous 

improvement 

•  Uniqueness of identification 

and exploration of self-esteem 

to its products; Knowledge of 

reality and encouraging words 

to its clients and customers; 

-Verbal threats and abusive 

language are not allowed in 

this work environment. 

•  Learning everyday

•  Good working 

environment 

•  Am availed with the 

resources I need to 

deliver my work 

•  There is teamwork among staff. Staff treat each 

other as a family member thus Pride family. 

•  Putting a smile on Business men especially Micro 

and knowingly I play a role in their growth, makes 

me proud.

•  I have my personal working tools teamwork 

encouragement and supportive of my working 

supervisor 

•  Provides an opportunity to apply new learnings
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4.  What stands out in your workplace environment that makes you proud of 

working here?

 Responses and comments from employees 

•  The open-door policy, the 

transparency, team work and 

paying staff salaries on time.

•  There is no communication 

gap between teams

•  The company gives 

refreshment for all employees 

(water, breakfast and lunch). 

They is need to provide 

other incentives other than 

refreshments though 

•  Hands on experience with 

my work and continuous 

improvement 

•  Uniqueness of identification and 

exploration of self-esteem to its products; 

Knowledge of reality and encouraging 

words to its clients and customers; -Verbal 

threats and abusive language are not 

allowed in this work environment. 

•  Learning everyday

•  Good working environment 

•  Am availed with the resources 

I need to deliver my work 

•  There is teamwork among 

staff. Staff treat each other 

as a family member thus 

Pride family. 

•  Putting a smile on Business 

men especially Micro and 

knowingly I play a role in 

their growth, makes me 

proud.

•  I have my personal 

working tools teamwork 

encouragement and 

supportive of my working 

supervisor 

•  Provides an opportunity to 

apply new learnings

•  Digital learning and Global 

support 

•  Strategy unlike continuous 

and line manufacturing

•  Platform to share my 

concerns while at work. One 

is trained before doing any 

activity, availability of safety 

equipment’s like masks first aid 

kits, clinic, active safety team 

•  Its multi-cultural & Religion 

environment that all 

denominations to work with them. 

•  Teamwork and high-end 

technology advancement 

•  Passion exhibited by employees 

•  The safety measures and policies put in place motivate me

•  PPEs are in place for my safety environmental conditions are well 

controlled for my safety

•  Friendly environment and open-door policy 
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5.  How do you think your Organisation can improve your wellbeing and level of 

motivation/engagement?

 Responses and comments from employees 

•  Facilities that enhance physical, 

financial and emotional wellness 

•  Team building activities 

•  Employee motivation and 

engagements 

•  To conduct seminars on Financial 

wellbeing e.g., Financial wellness 

training continuously.

•  Introduction of Gym membership and 

stress management programmes 

•  Emotional and psychological support 

•  Good communication

•  Better and equitable remuneration 

systems

•  Focus on physical and emotional 

well being 

•  Embracing the general working from 

home 

•  Getting engaged in high decision- 

making policies•  Recognition of staff

•  Salary increment 

•  Better annual rewards 

to cater for inflation 

•  Salary review

•  Personal life support 

•  Support social outreach programmes 

•  Ensure our work environment supports 

physical wellbeing

•  Organizing more team building 

•  Through constant communication 

and encouragement and awarding 

participants. 

•  Favourable working conditions 

•  Favourable working conditions 

•  Creating new opportunities 

•  Equal treatment 

•  Allowances-lunch and work 

•  Improve the reward system

•  Improving the general work 

environment 

•  Team buildings and co-

curricular activities

•  Well defined 

communication to the 

employees 

 •  Facilities for overall 

wellbeing i.e., mental, 

financial, physical

•  Rewarding staff through 

financial initiatives 

and improving on staff 

welfare

•  Proper definition of working hours

•  Provision of benefits 

•  Improvement of retirement policies in 

general 

•  By putting in place a counsellor and 

stress management team or department. 

•  Company can provide a gym in premises

•  Trainings on financial wellness, stress 

and work-centred training

 •  More social connections amongst 

•  The company should work around improving wellbeing of the employees in a practical way 

and equally 

•  Life work balance- The emphasis put on opening time should be the same put at office 

closure time 

•  By sensitizing the staff to participate in the various activities offered. 

•  Should work on the time we leave work. Official is 5pm but supervisor keep us up to as late 

as 10pm 

•  Sponsor me to do bigger and professional 

courses 

•  By incorporating extra-curricular activities 

and team building activities 

•  Though the 

organization provided 

services for gym & 

counsellors. The time 

for such was not 

provided for due to 

too much work that 

may not enable the 

services to be used by 

employees. 

•  Branches should 

strictly stick to work 

hours as stipulated by 

policy

•  Sustain its human resource 

capital assets. Certain unit 

heads should involve other 

units in urgent activities so 

that the anomalies are floated. 

off the shoulders. Silent 

indicators of human resource 

deliberations 

•  Regular medical camps and 

team building activities 

(COVID) 

•  Providing off days to workers 

•  By treating all employees equal

•  The leaders should stop being biased. They should also 

stop threatening workers and taking them to court 

instead they should settle concerns amicably

•  By leading with vision, set frequent clear targets, 

recognise great work, offer impressive benefits, give our 

team autonomy

•  By looking into both the satisfier and dissatisfier effects 

of Human resource management. By studying the 

salient aspects of the Equity theory in an organisation. 
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Scoring Criteria

Survey Scale Rating

Strongly agree 5

Agree 4

Neither Agree or Disagree 3

Disagree 2

Strongly Disagree 1

Number of Responses Marks

1 Response 0

02-10 Responses 1

11-20 Responses 2

21-30 Responses 3

31-40 Responses 4

41-50 Responses 5

51-60 Responses 6

61-70 Responses 7

71-80 Responses 8

81-90 Responses 9

91-100 Responses 10

Above 100 Responses 15

Table 4 : Survey Scale Table 5 : Response rate weighted criteria

Depending on how many questions were in each thematic 

area, maximum score per area ranged from 20-30 marks.

This  weighted criteria has been used to determine the 

overall survey winners.
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Thematic Scoring  
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For organisations to thrive, they need to access their people’s full potential and develop and execute new, 

dynamic strategies. Employees are most committed to their organization when they believe in the business 

and operate in a high-commitment work environment. A strategy that is clearly communicated and linked 

to your purpose will help employees connect their day-to-day efforts with the aspiration of the organisation.

Organisation Performance and Confidence
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90%

88%

85%

88%

91%

78% 80% 82% 84% 86% 88% 90% 92% 94% 96%

The organisation has clearly communicated its vision,…

The organisation's vision, mission and values inspire me

My organisation's strategy and direction are properly…

I feel that my efforts really matter to the performance…

I have a clear understanding of my job responsibilities

Mean Percentage favourable

• 95% of the employees have a clear understanding of their job responsibilities, and 93% said they had a 

very good understanding of the company’s Vision, Mission, and its Values – this is a very good score

• “My organization’s strategy and direction are properly articulated and communicated” had the lowest 

favorable score.

• This means that 13% of employees feel there is a gap in how business information is communicated.

Figure 12: Organisation Performance and Confidence

Figure 13: Organisation Performance and Confidence Scores
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While business leaders prioritise the commercial value of purpose, employees 

see purpose as a way to bring meaning to their work and understand the 

contributions they are making to the company, as well as society. And, 

employees need to find this meaning in their daily work in order to be 

fully engaged. But few business leaders guide HRs and managers to have 

conversations with their teams about why their works matters.

Leaders readily appreciate the myriad of benefits that greater engagement 

can bring both culturally and commercially but don’t prioritize purpose as a 

means to amplifying this.

Top 3 Organisations that were rated highly by their employees

Uganda Breweries Limited

Umeme Uganda Limited

Bidco Uganda Limited

Other organisations that were rated highly  by their employees

KK Security Company (U) Limited

dfcu Bank Uganda Limited 

Absa Bank Uganda Limited 

Pride Microfinance Limited

Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Uganda

Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Authority

Population Services International Uganda

Employees under this thematic area said this is what stood out:

• Continued growth despite Covid 19

• Clear vision, mission and values

• Properly articulated and communicated strategy and organisational direction.

• Strategies to achieve objectives and goals are clear to all employees with 

measurable outputs
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Employees want and need more support and inspiration from their leaders. It’s easy for an employee to feel 

lost and become disengaged when they don’t understand where they fit in the organisation. Investing in 

your employee development creates opportunities for employees to feel excited about learning and growing. 

Therefore, before you can start building alignment across the entire organisation, individuals need to have a 

deep understanding of their own purpose and goals first before they are motivated to execute the company’s 

mission, vision, and values more effectively and quickly.

Leadership Alignment and Involvement 

Figure 14: Leadership alignment and involvement

Figure 15: Leadership Alignment and Involvement Scores

• “My supervisors are invested in my success” got the lowest favourable score at 83%. This means that 17% 

of employees feel that their supervisors are not invested in their success.

• Most employees understand how their objectives relate to their business unit’s strategy and consider the 

objectives of their units/departments to be realistic.

• Most leaders live their organisations’ values.
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In order to drive individual involvement and connection to purpose, 

employers must take an empathetic approach to talking about the value of 

their products and services and how those benefits provided to customers 

are a direct result of employees’ day-to-day contributions. 

Stories capture the human aspect of their work, and facilitating dialogue 

around these stories encourages employees to explore this connection for 

themselves and stay motivated.

Top 3 Organisations that were rated highly by their employees

Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Authority

Bidco Uganda Limited

Graphic Systems Uganda Limited

Other organisations that were rated highly  by their employees

Population Services International Uganda

SNV - Netherlands Development Organisation

Save the Children International Uganda

Umeme Uganda Limited

BRAC Uganda Bank limited

Uganda Breweries Limited

Cipla Quality Chemical Industries Limited

Employees under this thematic area said this is what stood out:

• Great participative leadership and organisational culture

• Openness of discussions and inclusive decision making

• Strong values, Initiators of change

• Good work ethics

• Open office plan, leaders are easily accessible, Open-door policy

• Leaders accountability and openness

• Leaders empower and support employees

• Leaders involvement in employee career growth and development through 

sustainable programs.

• Good organisational and management policies and cultures
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Collaboration and communication are the bedrock of any high-performing organisation. The best way to 

engage employees is with transparency and collaboration. Through listening to and learning from team 

members, you can help each other reach your goals. It’s inevitable that at some point managers must discuss 

difficult topics with employees. However, it is important to get employees comfortable with being part of the 

solution. And when challenges occur, leaders must handle that, too, with transparency and humanity—not only 

of those directly concerned but because anxiety affects performance. Our survey shows that 49% of employees 

work in a highly collaborative environment and have freedom of expression, end to end feedback process in the 

workplace amongst other things.

Collaboration and Communication

Figure 16: Collaboration and Communication

Figure 17: Collaboration and Communication

• “Issues/disagreements are openly discussed to resolve difference in opinion” had the lowest favourable 

score in this thematic area. It means that 30% of employees feel that conflicts or differences in opinion 

are not openly discussed.

• The organisations are doing very well in sharing knowledge and best practices with their employees, and 

most employees receive the information and communication they need to do their jobs effectively.
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Teamwork and communication skills underpin virtually all work performed 

in an organisation. Employees who possess well-developed teamwork and 

communication skills are highly demanded by employers, as these skills 

enable them to work more effectively with others, attain new skills faster, 

and work effectively with a broader range of people. This translates into 

better outcomes for the organisation and has led to increased emphasis on 

these skills during the recruitment process, across many industries.

Top 3 Organisations that were rated highly by their employees

Pride Microfinance Limited

Medical Teams International Uganda

KK Security Company (U) Limited

Other organisations that were rated highly  by their employees

Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Authority

Graphic Systems Uganda Limited 

Absa Bank Uganda Limited

Bidco Uganda Limited

SNV – Netherlands Development Organisation 

Population services International Uganda

BRAC Uganda Bank Limited

Employees under this thematic area said this is what stood out:

• Freedom of expression

• Transparency in communication

• Teamwork and social culture

• End to end feedback process.

• Engagement with stakeholders.

• Daily updates through tier meetings, monthly and quarterly town halls, and 

newsletters through which performance information across all departments 

are shared and discussed
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More than ever, organisations are being challenged to meet the talent demands to support the return to 

sustainable growth, are under pressure to effectively manage reward and benefits costs, and maximise the 

return on the overall investment in human capital. In this new world where people are motivated to work for 

companies that are purpose-led, yet facing a future that is less defined, organisations still need to ensure that 

their reward and performance framework supports this and remains aligned to strategy. It is therefore critical 

for organisations to take a fresh look at their total reward and performance strategy to ensure it aligns with any 

new and evolving workforce strategies.

Reward and Recognition

Figure 19a: Reward and Recognition

Figure 19b: Reward and Recognition
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• 43% of the companys’ employees are satisfied with their salary. This means that 57% of employees are 

unhappy with their current salaries.

• 67% of the company’s employees have a good understanding of how their pay is determined or arrived at, 

and only 70% of the employees are recognized in a way that motivates them.

• 39% of the employees do not believe that their total rewards and performance are linked
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Many organisations are looking to attract and compete for top talent to help steer the 

ship towards a swift and successful post-COVID recovery. Since many employers may 

not be able to offer higher salaries, they may look at reducing fixed pay while increasing 

variable pay that is directly linked to employee performance and productivity. 

This helps incentivise employees to perform at a higher level while maintaining a 

healthy and competitive environment. On the other hand, some organisations may 

consider taking the alternative route of offering flexible compensation and benefits 

packages that could give them a competitive edge. Another possibility is to introduce 

personalised compensation structures that allow employees to design their own 

packages that are more suited to their needs and preferences.

Top 3 Organisations that were rated highly by their employees

Cipla Quality Chemical Industries Limited

Strong Minds Health Africa-Uganda

dfcu Bank Uganda Limited 

Other organisations that were rated highly  by their employees

Bidco Uganda Limited

SNV – Netherlands Development Organisation

Graphic Systems Uganda Limited

Marie Stopes Uganda

Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Authority

Uganda Breweries Limited

Umeme Uganda Limited

Employees under this thematic area said this is what stood out:

• Staff motivation through open awards and promotions

• Attractive remuneration and compensation

• Timely payments

• Open recognition and rewarding of  innovation.

• Incentive schemes that reward good performance.

• Great daily allowances
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Innovation and digitisation will continue to be a top concern for leaders and a source of anxiety for workers. 

But the pandemic proved the importance of technology in engaging customers, creating new ways of working 

and even promoting productivity. Leaders know employees will need new skills to help their organisations 

flourish into the future. But the development of skills brings benefits beyond the realm of pure business.

Quality and Innovation

Figure 21a: Quality and Innovation

Figure 21b: Quality and Innovation
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• 21% of the company’s employees feel that contribution to quality and innovation is not recognized in 

performance evaluation.
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Building innovation into everyone’s job description and creating 

opportunities for collaboration that go beyond the traditional functional 

and organisational boundaries are also important. The most successful 

companies have gone further in seeking to create a culture of innovation. 

In keeping with innovation’s changing risk/reward profile this includes giving 

people extra time to create and nurture opportunities and being prepared 

to tolerate risk and failure. 

Top 3 Organisations that were rated highly by their employees

Graphic Systems Uganda Limited

MTN Uganda

Uganda Breweries Limited

Other organisations that were rated highly  by their employees

Bidco Uganda Limited

Pride Microfinance Limited

Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Authority

Save the Children International Uganda

Cipla Quality Chemical Industries Limited

Population Services International Uganda

SNV – Netherlands Development Organisation

Employees under this thematic area said this is what stood out:

• New ideas are encouraged and appreciated.

• Open recognition and rewarding of  innovation

• Excellent technologies in place to aid work delivery.

• Investment in research and new product development.

• Working systems and tools

• Focus on innovations and use of robotics to bring about efficiencies

• Allocated resources for innovations and continuous learning.

• Quality products and services as well as quick turnaround time.
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In our survey, only 38% of respondents strongly agreed that they are satisfied with actions taken by leadership 

in their organisation to build a diverse and inclusive work environment. There’s a pressing need to open up 

genuine, fully inclusive conversations about how to build more diverse and purpose-led workplaces. Leaders 

need meaningful incentives and consequences to encourage them to deliver on tomorrow’s diversity and 

inclusion commitments. 

As employees, customers, and investors increasingly demand that the organisations they do business with 

model values of equity and inclusion, organisations are investing at unprecedented rates in D&I programmes.  

In doing so, they hope to not only drive higher engagement with these stakeholders, but enhance financial 

performance and enable innovation. Yet, despite this heightened commitment, organisations still have 

progress to make in designing and executing D&I programmes that meet these objectives. Organisations all 

have subcultures and business leaders need to be attuned to behaviours ‘on the ground’ that are causing 

employees to feel that their environment is not inclusive.

Diversity and Inclusion

Figure 22a: Diversity and Inclusion

Figure 22b: Diversity and Inclusion
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• “Women are adequately represented in leadership positions” had the highest favourable score in this 

thematic area. It means that only 12% of employees feel that women are not adequately represented in 

leadership positions.

• Organisations are doing very well in supporting cultural sensitivity and tolerance, building diverse and 

inclusive work environment, and treating all employees equally irrespective of age, gender, race, their job, 

and physical capabilities.
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The pursuit of diversity isn’t just about doing the right thing. Inclusive teams 

lead to different perspectives, creative thinking and open collaboration. 

A diverse workforce and deliberate inclusion efforts help drive equitable 

outcomes that can lead to the broader economic development of our 

society, which benefits everyone. 

It’s time to start taking an active role in demonstrating inclusive behaviour, 

creating an environment and culture that works for everyone, so no one 

gets left behind.

Top 3 Organisations that were rated highly by their employees

Agricultural Business Initiative Development

 dfcu Bank Uganda Limited

Uganda Breweries Limited

Other organisations that were rated highly  by their employees

Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Authority

SNV – Netherlands Development Organisation 

Bidco Uganda Limited

Marie Stopes Uganda

Population Services International Uganda 

MTN Uganda

Umeme Uganda Limited

Employees under this thematic area said this is what stood out:

• Non discriminating policies and practices. All are treated equally regardless of 

their tribe, sex , gender , and job position.

• Strong policies on inclusion and diversity.
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The world of workplace learning is always changing. Leaders know employees will need new skills to help their 

organisations flourish into the future. But the development of skills brings benefits beyond the realm of pure 

business. Employees who see their organisation investing in their long-term development will be more likely to 

trust leaders and feel happy and cared for—and therefore less likely to quit. 

Despite the cost of training  employees, the return on investment is endless if training is consistent.  It is 

imperative that businesses make investments in systems that inventory and maintain an inventory of current 

skills and that support gaps in future skills. Workforce training has been repeatedly proven to have real benefits 

for businesses, HR managers must ensure that L&D aligns with a company’s overall priorities and creating a 

meaningful L&D strategy is a contribution towards the overall organisation’s strategy.

Learning and Development

Figure 24a: Learning and Development

Figure 24b: Learning and Development
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• In this thematic area, the question “My organisation gives me opportunities to grow in my career” received 

the lowest favourable score

• 78% of the employees feel that their career plans and aspirations are supported by their supervisors.

• 82% of employees feel that they are given opportunities to apply new skills and talent in their work.

• 82% of the employees have access to the learning and development needed to do their jobs well.
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Learning and development is rapidly becoming an integral part of the HR 

agenda, with a prime focus on ensuring organisations are ready for life 

post-COVID-19. HR should consider upskilling their current workforce with 

transferable and unique skills that give them a competitive edge and make 

them more resilient to change. 

These skills give employees the ability to be redeployed elsewhere while 

maintaining current levels of utilisation. In turn, this also diminishes the need 

for organisations to take abrupt and unnecessary measures such as forced 

leaves, layoffs, and salary cuts.

Top 3 Organisations that were rated highly by their employees

Absa Uganda Limited

TotalEnergies E&P Uganda

ICEA Lion Life Assurance Company Limited

Other organisations that were rated highly  by their employees

Bidco Uganda Limited

Graphic Systems Uganda Limited

Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Authority

Save the Children International Uganda

Population Services International Uganda

Cipla Quality Chemical Industries Limited

Uganda Breweries Limited

Employees under this thematic area said this is what stood out:

• Heavy investment in employee growth and coaching

• Full commitment to the development of employees

• Robust learning and development programs 

• Training, and enabling  work environment to achieve goals without any 

hindrances

• Funds for more training 

• Opportunities for career growth

• Continuous learning opportunities through in-house trainings and professional 

exams sponsorship

• Career path mentorship opportunities
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In a volatile and uncertain world, it’s clear that the business risk and compliance issues landscape is changing. 

The pandemic has accelerated the speed at which risk events occur and the extent to which they spread and 

influence regulatory change. Risks that once seemed remote and improbable have also become the norm. 

Business leaders everywhere are preparing to ‘expect the unexpected. Risk and compliance enables your 

organization to operate safely and efficiently with the policies the organisation has set forth to meet its vision.

And because policies change regularly, it’s important that your organisation offers compliance training to help 

all your employees, partners, and even your customers understand the rules and regulations you must follow. 

Making sure that staff understand both the “why” and “what” behind compliance processes has been shown to 

increase effective engagement and decrease internal breaches. Start by clearly linking compliance to strategic 

priorities and risk appetite.

Risk and Compliance

Figure 26: Risk and Compliance

Figure 27: Risk and Compliance
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• In this thematic area, the question on “I can raise my concerns around risk and compliance without fear 

or prejudice” received the lowest favourable score while “My organization displays ethical behaviour in 

treatment of customers, suppliers and community” received the highest score.

• Generally, organisations are doing well in the risk and compliance thematic area.
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Risk and compliance management can be a strategic asset that drives 

business performance. By embedding management mechanisms that 

proactively identify, measure, prioritise and manage risk, leaders can gain the 

valuable insight they need to make informed decisions.

The enormous impact of recent ethical and compliance breaches on 

organisations serve as a stark reminder that organisations must be better 

prepared to keep up with the pace and scale of change in the regulatory 

and ethical compliance landscape, be confident of their compliance in a cost 

effective way, and be ready to take action when risks or incidents arise.

Top 3 Organisations that were rated highly by their employees

TotalEnergies E&P Uganda

Minet Limited

ICEA Lion Life Assurance Company Limited

Other organisations that were rated highly  by their employees

SNV – Netherlands Development Organisation

Bidco Uganda Limited

Population Services International Uganda

Cipla Quality Chemical Industries Limited

Graphic Systems Uganda Limited

Uganda Breweries Limited

Marie Stopes Uganda

Employees under this thematic area said this is what stood out:

• Compliance and adherence to internal policies and the statutory regulations

• Strong internal controls with emphasis on ethical business conduct, integrity, 

and professionalism

• Dedicated compliance managers
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Employees want the organisations they work for to live up to their purpose, values, and culture. It’s heartening 

that in the current survey, 39% of employees strongly agree that their organisation has a learning and 

development culture. The majority of workers today have new expectations about autonomy and they want 

flexible, remote work policies to continue. HR practices such as learning and development, recruitment, and 

having access to the right resources can be a large determinant of workplace culture. When employees aren’t 

provided with the correct resources,  they are forced to rely on what is readily available to them. This can lead 

to inefficient, slow work that might also result in incorrect completion of tasks and contribute to a toxic work 

environment.

Workplace, Culture and Environment

Figure 28: Workplace Culture and Environment

Figure 29: Workplace Culture and Environment
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• “I have the resources and tools I need to deliver my work” had the highest favourable score in this 

thematic area. It means that only 14% of employees feel that they did not have tools they need to deliver 

in their work.

• Organisations are doing very well in supporting staff psycho-socially, promoting the learning and 

development culture and making workspaces functional, friendly, engaging and innovative.
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If you want an agile, self-sustaining and successful organisation, make the culture 

conversation a must-have item on your leadership agenda.

Culture is the essence of how your people interact and work—it’s how things get 

done. For most organisation, it can be elusively complex, difficult to manage and hard 

to change. There is a way forward that harnesses culture to unleash the potential of 

your people and organisation. Understand the culture you have and use it to drive 

key business initiatives.

Top 3 organisations that were rated highly by their employees

Save the Children International Uganda

Strong Minds Mental Health Africa-Uganda

Medical Teams International-Uganda

Other organisations that were rated highly  by their employees

Bidco Uganda Limited

Cipla Quality Chemical Industries Limited

Graphic Systems Uganda Limited

SNV – Netherlands Development Organisation

Population Services International Uganda

Uganda Breweries Limited

Minet Limited

Employees under this thematic area said this is what stood out:

• Functional, friendly, engaging and innovative workspace designs.

• Baby care centre, cafeteria, adequate meeting rooms and office space

• Great work environment,

• Supportive Teams

• Strong values,

• Good work ethics

• People-oriented organisation

• Strong health and safety agenda

• Comfortable working environment

• Dignity afforded to all employees despite of their role in the organisation 

• Availability of resources and all necessary working tools,
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Evidence that businesses are responding to heightened interest in ESG issues in Uganda is everywhere. 

Whether that’s farmer support programs, diversity commitments, companies addressing youth empowerment, 

or preventing environmental degradation. Is it enough? No. Employees want to see businesses play an even 

bigger role in accelerating progress on ESG concerns. 

Indeed, “my organization has various community programmes they support and have set aside a budget for 

this” had the lowest favourable score in this thematic area. Consumers and employees want businesses to 

invest in making sustainable improvements to the environment and society, not just comply with regulations. 

Employees are more likely to work for companies that share their values across the various elements of ESG.

Environmental, Social and Governance  

(ESG) compliance

Figure 31: Environmental, Social and Governance 

Figure 31: Environmental, Social and Governance 

• “My organization has various community programmes they support and have set aside a budget for this” 

had the lowest favourable score in this thematic area.

• 76% of employees feel that their organisations have an ESG strategy that is embedded in the 

organization’s culture.

• 85% of the employees feel that their organisations make a positive impact on the people  while 82% feel 

that leadership communicates and shows its commitment and support around ESG issues.
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Businesses can no longer afford to ignore ESG issues. Consumers, employees, 

and investors are demanding that companies do more than simply check a 

regulatory box—they want businesses to make sustainable improvements 

for the good of the environment and society.  ESG performance can help 

companies both improve employee satisfaction and attract prospective 

employees.

Top 3 organisations that were rated highly by their employees

Uganda Breweries Limited

Watoto Child Care Ministries 

Cipla Quality Chemical Industries Limited

Other organisations that were rated highly  by their employees

MTN Uganda

Bidco Uganda Limited

BRAC Uganda Limited

Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Authority

Save the Children International Uganda

Marie Stopes Uganda

Graphic Systems Uganda Limited

Employees under this thematic area said this is what stood out:

• Visible evidence of impact on the lives of the beneficiaries.

• Participation in society affairs to build the society they work in.

• Green procurement and purchasing
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Amidst the disruption being faced due to the COVID-19 outbreak, businesses that can still operate are being 

challenged with how best to ensure business continuity. In the case of these businesses, not everyone can 

work remotely, and for some sectors employees still need to go to work. Strong leadership is perhaps the most 

essential ingredient in surviving a serious crisis. 55% of all employees surveyed strongly agreed that their senior 

leadership is effectively leading their organisation through the pandemic. 

Covid-19 Response and Support

Figure 32: Covid-19 Response and Support

Figure 32: Covid-19 Response and Support
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• In this thematic area, the question “My organization has the right technology and systems in place to 

allow us to work from home effectively” received the lowest favourable score

• Generally, organisations are doing well in Covid-19 response and support.
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In response to COVID-19, companies 

developed their contingency plans quickly. 

Some adapted existing plans to handle the 

outbreak, while others started from scratch. 

While companies prioritise the health of 

their employees, they must continue taking 

several steps to help stay on top of the 

situation. 

•  Maintain a dedicated crisis team  

Every member of the team — from 

executive leadership down — should 

know who is doing what.

Top 3 organisations that were rated highly by their employees

Minet Limited

SNV - Netherlands Development Organisation

Population Services International Uganda

Other organisations that were rated highly  by their employees

Bidco Uganda Limited

Graphic Systems Uganda Limited

Cipla Quality Chemical Industries Limited

Marie Stopes Uganda

MTN Uganda

Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Authority

Watoto Child Care Ministries

Employees under this thematic area said this is what stood out:

• On site Covid vaccinations covid

• Covid tests done at home when employees feel un-well and when recovered, 

they were given transport to the office

• Mental wellbeing talks for staff

• Tele/remote-working was adopted and effectively implemented

• Always stay check your facts 

Reliable data underpins both planning and 

effectively responding when things change.

•  Collaborate — internally and externally 

Ensure key participants are at the heart of 

any response.

•  Maintain a stakeholder communications 

strategy 

We’ve seen some companies focus narrowly 

on particular stakeholder groups—perhaps 

investors, regulators or highly vocal 

consumers – while neglecting others like 

business customers or suppliers.
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A focus on well-being isn’t a soft skill. It’s a core business skill needed to sustain high performance in and 

outside of work. Business leaders are investing in new wellbeing initiatives to help their people navigate a 

changed work environment. Leaders need to build an environment that supports sustainable productivity 

rather than fret about monitoring employees. 

Being productive for a day or week is meaningless if that productivity comes at the expense of well-being. 

Empowering workers in making choices about managing their work and home lives; taking off time to rest; and, 

supporting their individual needs and circumstances will promote their mental and physical wellness. And this 

will make it more likely that they will perform at high levels in the long term.

Well-being Programmes

Figure 35a: Well-being Programmes

Figure 35b: Well-being Programmes
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Due to the adoption of remote working, many employees are experiencing 

an ‘always on’ culture. Over the past 18 months most organisations invested 

in platforms that facilitate instant communication amongst employees.  

Employers should prioritize employee safety and dismiss an ‘always on’ 

culture in order to promote healthier work practices 

In addition, HRs must consider introducing the necessary measures to 

ensure employee safety and wellbeing. This includes focusing on physical 

wellness, as well as the emotional and mental aspects of wellbeing.

Top 3 organisations that were rated highly by their employees

 dfcu Bank Uganda Limited

Uganda Breweries Limited

Cipla Quality Chemical Industries Limited

Other organisations that were rated highly  by their employees

Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Authority

Population Services International Uganda

Bidco Uganda Limited

Minet Limited

Graphic Systems Uganda Limited

ICEA Lion Life Assurance Company Limited

SNV - Netherlands Development Organisation

Employees under this thematic area said this is what stood out:

• Constant support to staff welfare

• Flexible and favorable working hours are to enable you attend other duties.

• Free counselling services

• Physical wellbeing programs to all staff 

• Team building programs

• Good staff welfare

• Good medical insurance covers
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Human-centric Culture

Reimagining the HR function

Many organisation recognize they can’t simply go back to 

“normal” once the pandemic fully subsides, but few have 

ironed out exactly what that means. To figure that out, 

human resources leaders are taking charge of inventing a 

new vision for work in a post-pandemic world. 

Strong HR leadership is critical to a company’s ability not 

just to survive, but to thrive. The nature of work is changing 

and employees expect organisation to keep up. More than 

ever, business leaders need HR to be proactive and creative 

partners, as they work together to address changing 

business strategies and ways of working —a workplace 

that should enable flexibility and wellbeing while promoting 

innovation, collaboration and productivity.

Organisation should find new and creative ways to attract 

and retain the best talent in markets that have never been 

more competitive while continuing to manage and improve 

upon fast-evolving hybrid work arrangements. To succeed, 

HR leaders should create work environments in which 

people feel valued and productive. That means redesigning 

workspaces and workflow, boosting health initiatives and 

providing meaningful coaching and upskilling for promising 

employees. HR executives should also help workers with 

rapidly taking on new roles and responsibilities.

The three overriding themes in the survey

1.  Human Centric Culture

2.  Realigning rewards to market 

realities

3.  Wellbeing and welfare the new 

priority

The need for tech-enabled HR transformation has never 

been greater. To support the much-needed upskilling and 

reskilling efforts, support and enable people leaders to drive 

engagement and productivity and provide an employee 

experience in the new post-pandemic normal, HR needs to 

be agile, digital and delivering strategic value.

What now?

Prepare Evolve Thrive

Create a blueprint for your HR vision and strategy that can 

transform your people, processes and technology.

Reimagine your strategy with new, flexible ways of working 

and focus on your employees’ potential.

Measure against your peers on effectiveness, maturity and 

costs of HR using industry-leading benchmarking initiatives
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Realigning rewards to market realities

The pay agenda

The approach to reward for most organisations still follows a 

traditional approach, consisting of a salary, an annual bonus 

for some, a pension or medical benefits. As organisations 

shift to virtual working and agile business models, the way 

we approach reward also needs to adapt to the changing 

needs of the workforce. 

Having the right reward and benefits strategy is critical to 

attract and retain your people. Today, many organisations 

struggle to align their reward and benefits strategy with the 

demand of their workforce and fail to achieve their desired 

performance level goals with their reward and benefits 

strategy.  

Therefore organisations must adopt competitive reward and 

benefits structures to attract people, while also considering 

long-term incentive schemes to ensure retention of key 

talent within the organisation. Restructuring reward and 

benefit schemes as a result of recent turbulent times could 

also be critical to maintaining operations in the long-term.

Many organisations are now using a ‘hybrid’ return of their 

employees, with individuals working 2-3 days in the office 

and the remainder at home. This creates new challenges 

across the whole employee experience but especially for 

reward areas like supporting working at home, travel and 

commuting costs, working overseas and regional pay 

come into focus. 

Organisations are starting to consider:

• Shifting towards flexible approaches to allowances 

and expenses such as office set up and travel.

• Customisation of the reward deal, this is shifting 

towards a focus on greater choice around terms and 

conditions, days or hours worked and benefits. We’ll 

start to see reward connecting into other areas of HR – 

learning, resourcing, wellbeing, and even sustainability. 

Individuals could be able to transfer their bonus into 

a learning budget for example, or trade benefits on 

a real-time basis. This offers a responsive and agile 

advancement to the rewards system which encourages 

thinking beyond just benefits and pay.

• Job architecture and agile reward. Innovation, agility, 

and flexibility are now more important than ever for 

businesses to stay competitive. The reward can have a 

significant role to play in this, with a new focus on value 

and outputs.

Organisations must adopt competitive reward and benefits 

structures to attract people, while also considering long-term 

incentive schemes to ensure retention of key talent within the 

organisation.
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Wellbeing and welfare the new priority

Wellbeing and welfare

With the rise in remote and hybrid work arrangements, 

wellbeing has become an increasingly important topic for 

organisations. The pandemic catapulted teams’ progress  

in terms of digital communication.  This inevitably led to 

an ‘always on’ culture, sometimes at the unintentional  

detriment of employee wellbeing. 

Moreover, with employees being away from the office, it is 

now more difficult for leaders to identify early signs that an 

employee is struggling and are not able to act in time to 

safeguard their wellbeing.

The stressors brought about by the pandemic have turned 

a simple question, such as ‘How are you feeling?’, into an 

emotional minefield but also into a more genuine question 

about how an individual is coping. Management’s practice 

of checking-up on employees in an office environment 

also slowly morphed into a requirement for management 

checking-in on how employees are doing, whilst they are 

working remotely.

Organisations need to consider their employee experience 

no matter where an employee is working from. Whilst 

organisations may undertake employee wellbeing initiatives 

for the simple reason that it is the right thing to do, research 

shows that employee wellbeing levels are strongly linked 

with higher organisational success. 

Given the importance of employee wellbeing, organisations 

ought to devise a comprehensive Wellbeing Strategy:

1. Gauging employee’s level of wellbeing  

Organisations must review all and any existing practices 

and ongoing activities. This can include incorporating 

employee wellbeing questions within an Employee 

Engagement Survey or by conducting a specialised 

Wellbeing Assessment. 

Wellbeing and mental health

2. Focus on Culture  

The most successful wellbeing programmes focus on 

fostering organisational culture and values. This approach 

supports the creation of  a customised programme which 

will become ingrained in the organisation, thus increasing 

the effectiveness and efficiency of the programmes.

Wellbeing and Culture

3.  Understand the pivotal role leadership plays in the 

success of a Wellbeing Strategy and Improve access to 

mental health resources

A fair and trusting leader who can help employees to 

handle work-related stress and support them in the 

occurrence of mental health problems.

4.  Dismiss an ‘always on’ culture and promote a healthier 

work practices  

Organisations should make it clear that it is okay for 

employees to switch off and enable ‘protected time 

off’ to avoid blurred boundaries that could intensify an 

‘always on’ culture. 

Wellbeing and Culture

6.  Create a workplace where employees feel safe to speak 

about their wellbeing 

 The previously mentioned points should support an 

environment in which employees feel they can discuss 

their wellbeing at the workplace or with their manager. 

The stressors brought about by the pandemic have turned 

a simple question, such as ‘How are you feeling?’, into an 

emotional minefield but also into a more genuine question 

about how an individual is coping.
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As HR enters a new era, HR managers are facing two critical 

challenges at once: retaining employees in a tight labour 

market and leading the charge on making hybrid work 

a success. Amongst the twelve thematic areas surveyed, 

reward and recognition had the lowest favourable score. 

This means that focus should be directed towards ensuring 

employees are competitively remunerated beyond basic 

pay, retirement and traditional healthcare.

We see workplace culture and leadership alignment as key 

to addressing both challenges: Creating a work environment 

where people feel valued and can be themselves, with 

leaders who are empathetic and provide equal opportunities 

and resources to everyone will result in employees who are 

less likely to want to leave. 

Focusing on the employee experience is key to both retention 

and to navigating the new world of hybrid work. Strong 

leadership skills are critical to retaining and engaging talent; 

leaders shape the vision for their team, coach employees, 

influence well-being, and support the redesign of work, all of 

which contribute to overall employee experience.

Given the elevated role and importance of the people 

agenda right now, many offices will have a permanently 

changed landscape, as mixed model work becomes the 

norm. Physical safety is still the number one concern for 

most employees, so ensure people feel safe if they are in 

office. 

Final Thoughts 

HRs need to review the strategies they have in place 

now—like offering opportunities for input, work flexibility, 

upskilling and help, on-site or remote, to address employee 

well-being—that make workers feel included. HRs should 

leverage partnerships with CEOs, CFOs, and CIOs to 

empower their workforce decisions on benefits and focus 

areas such as: 

1. Keep worker safety—including physical and mental well-

being—front and center.

2. Make sure the message of trust and purpose in work is 

crystal clear to your people, cascades from leadership 

and is implemented throughout the organisation. 

3. Develop your inclusive leadership skills, especially as 

businesses shift toward permanent hybrid work.

4. Upskill your team to work with the right combination of 

tools for talent management and development.

The past two years have been a period of problem-solving 

and adaptability for most people. To return to growth, 

business leaders will need to understand what employees 

really want and create policies and plans that allow for 

more flexibility and personalisation.
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Limitations and caveat on the results of the survey

Recommendations to organisations on how to get the best out of this survey

Employee Perception Survey

It is important to emphasise that no additional work in the form of research, audit, or investigation of the employee’s views 

and perceptions as communicated in the survey has been done by PwC or Prudential to validate the results of the survey. 

The results of this survey therefore must be taken at their “face value” as it was purely an employee perceptions survey. 

The survey was aimed at measuring and assessing the point of view of the employees with regards to their organisation’s 

HR practices. The results for each organisation that participated in the survey can be used as a very good indicator for 

the organisation to assess its employees’ commitment, motivation, sense of purpose, and passion for their work and 

organisation.

Continue the dialogue  

In addition to the information and insights that can be 

generated by the organisations from their employees’ 

responses in this survey, we recommend that organisation 

should consider initiating strategic conversations with some 

employees to explore key issues arising from the results of 

the survey in more depth. 

The hidden power of these conversations lies in the fact that 

they are not about data but about dialogue, and they tend 

to make employees feel valued.

Invest in employees’ success

The employees need to understand as well as be assured 

that their employers value their views and perceptions and 

will treat their opinions with dignity and respect. Employee 

engagement refers to the connection employees feel with 

their jobs; how invested employees feel in the success of 

their work teams and the organisation more broadly. 

Research has found that engaged employees get more 

satisfaction and fulfilment from their work, are less likely 

to quit, and are more likely to ‘give their all at their jobs. 

Therefore, for organisations to get the most out of this 

survey, and yield even more insightful responses, from their 

employees, they may wish to use an approach that explores 

additional questions with their employees, such as:

• What does it take to be successful here?

• If there is one roadblock between the organisation’s 

ideal culture and the way it really is, what is it?

• Which of the organisation’s corporate values speaks to 

you the most?

• Tell me about a time when you were especially proud to 

be associated with this organisation.

It is advisable that these discussions take place with small 

peer or focus groups and that the questions asked target a 

few specific topics. 

Gathering feedback from employees and the channels 

and methods used to gather feedback from employees will 

typically vary based on type, size and demographic makeup 

of the organisation.
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Appendix 

Survey Participants
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No. Organisation

1 4JZ Traders Limited

2 Abacus Pharma (Africa) Limited

3 ABC Capital Bank Uganda Limited

4 Able Holdings Limited

5 Aboke Standard Millers Lira

6 Absa Bank Uganda Limited

7 Access Travel and Safaris Ltd

8 ACLAIM Africa Limited

9 Adoacerit Community Development Farmers Group

10 African Capacity Development and Research Institute

11 Aga Khan Education Service, Uganda

12 Agip Motel Mbarara

13 Agnes Zzabi Boys and Girls Club Kammengo

14 Agri Exim Limited

15 Agricultural Business Initiative Development

16 Agricycle Global

17 Agrigate Company SMC Limited

18 Agroways Ltd Jinja (U)

19 AH Consulting

20 Airtel Uganda

21 Aiveen Uganda Ltd

22 Alliance Africa General Insurance Ltd

23 Alliance One Tobacco Uganda

24 A'lure Hotel and Suites

25 Alvimo General Investment Limited

26 Amatheon Agri Uganda Limited

27 Ambiance Company

28 Amudat Interreligious Development Initiative

29 Amuria District Local Government

30 Anointed Pentecostal Ministries

31 Anonymous

32 Applied Principles Consulting Limited

33 Aqeedatu Awwalan Ltd

34 Arch Design Limited

35 Asa Microfinance Uganda Ltd

36 Associazione Centro Aiut Volontari (Acav)

37 Astra Parma Uganda limiyed

38 Atega Investment Limited

39 Autozone Trading Ltd

40 aYo Uganda

41 Babwe Holdings Ltd/Movit Products Limited 

Distributor.

42 BAK Enterprises

43 Bakuwanya company

44 Balextech Uganda

45 Banana Industrial Research Development  Centre

46 Banana Life Investment Co.SMC Limited

47 Bank of Africa

No. Organisation

48 Bar Club and Entertainment Owners Association Ltd

49 Bata Shoe Company Uganda Limited

50 Bayley Agrotech Limited

51 Baylor Uganda

52 Bayport Financial Services

53 BBB

54 Benevolent Enterprises

55 Bidco Uganda Limited

56 Billbrain Institute

57 Birere Secondary School

58 Biyinzika Enterprise

59 BJ Consult Ltd

60 Bottle Closure Limited

61 Bowmans Uganda

62 Boyi and Boyi Ltd

63 BRAC Uganda Bank limited

64 Brighter Monday

65 Brookside Ltd

66 Buddu Mixed Secondary School

67 Bugadde Sacco

68 Building Tomorrow Uganda

69 Buildnet

70 Bukooli Islands Women Integrated Health Initiative

71 Bull’s Eye Media & Logistics

72 Busoga Forestry Company Limited

73 Buwagajjo Health Center 3

74 Buziga Family Clinic

75 Cafe Javas

76 CAFOMI

77 Cairo Bank Uganda

78 Caritas

79 Carlcare Service Uganda

80 Catholic Relief Services(CRS)

81 Centenary Bank

82 Central Broadcasting Service

83 Centre for Autism Intervention Kampala

84 CESVI

85 Charms Uganda Limited

86 Cheshire Services Uganda

87 Child & Family Foundation Uganda

88 ChildFund International

89 ChildVoice International

90 Cipla Quality Chemical Industries Limited

91 City Ambulance

92 Clinic Pesa

93 CMM Global Ltd

94 Collateral Management International Uganda Ltd

List of Participating organisations
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95 Community Disaster Preparedness and 

Rehabilitation-CDPR

96 Community Empowerment Advocacy

97 Companions of the Elderly

98 Compassion International Uganda

99 Comprehensive Rehabilitation services Uganda.

100 Conservation Through Public Health

101 Cotton On Foundation

102 Crane High School

103 Creec Makerere

104 Crje East Africa Limited

105 Cycle Connect

106 Dag and Bragan

107 David Fagerlee's Medical Centre

108 Delta Nursing agency

109 Department of Physical Education and Sports

110 DEYWA: Devoted Youths at Work in Africa

111 DFCU Bank Uganda Limited

112 DHL Supply Chain Limited

113 Diamond Trust Bank

114 Dirious Investments Ltd

115 Double Q Company Limited

116 DRC

117 Dyer and Blair Uganda

118 East African Medical Vitals limited

119 East African Packaging Solutions Limited

120 East African Roofing Systems Limited

121 Eastern Africa Mineral Resource

122 Eastland Services

123 Ebenezer Clinical Laboratories

124 Eden Agencies

125 Edge Technologies Ltd

126 Educate!

127 Education Development Center

128 Edumation Studio Limited

129 Eezy Track Uganda Limited

130 Ekium

131 Eldorado Company Limited

132 Eleglance Finance Limited

133 Elkam & Co. Consults Ltd

134 Elohim Traders Ltd

135 Em Coffee  Traders

136 Emsult Engineers Limited

137 Engie Energy Access Uganda

138 Ensibuuko Tech Limited

139 Equinox Technologies

140 Equity Bank

141 ESKOM Uganda Limited

No. Organisation

142 ESSAFF Uganda

143 Eureka Place Hotel and Suites Limited

144 Expanding Social Protection (ESP) Programme

145 Experian Uganda CRB Ltd

146 Exquisite Solutions Limited

147 Ezelis General Company Limited

148 EzTrack/ TrackNav

149 Fair Africa Consult

150 Family Search International

151 FAMOUS 2009 Limited

152 Farming Organization

153 Fast Sports Fusion

154 Federation of Fisheries Organisation Uganda- FFOU

155 Felister Pharmacy Limited

156 FHI 360

157 Finance Trust Bank

158 Fincredit Uganda Limited

159 Finespineers Uganda Limited

160 Finn Church Aid

161 First Line Medical Center

162 Flopa Tailring Shop

163 Footprint Safaris

164 Former worker of Danish Refugee Committee

165 Foundation Leads Limited

166 FOWODE

167 Freelance Electrician On Call

168 Fresh Cuts Uganda Limited

169 Fundibots Uganda

170 G4S Security Uganda

171 Geogina Collections

172 Ghana Civil Service Training Centre

173 GIZ

174 Global Manpower Solutions (U) Limited

175 Global Village Tea Factory

176 Glorious Safaris Limited

177 Goagro Fresh Solutions (U) Ltd

178 Goal Uganda

179 Godfrey Mpangu

180 Good Future and Hope Ministries

181 Goodwill Uganda Ceramics Company Limited

182 Governance Systems International

183 Government of Uganda

184 Graphic Systems Uganda Limited

185 Green Stars High School Entebbe

186 Gulu University

187 Habitat for Humanity Uganda

188 Hamba Jamese
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189 Hardware World Ltd

190 Hariss International Ltd

191 Heal The Planet Global Organisation - HTP

192 Health and Rights Initiative

193 Heritage Coffee Company Limited ( Cafe PAP)

194 Hima Cement Limited

195 Hofa Investments Limited

196 Homes Ltd

197 Hope For Kids Uganda

198 Human Rights Awareness and Promotion Forum 

(HRAPF)

199 Hunger Fighters Uganda

200 Ibero Uganda Limited

201 ICEA Lion Life Assurance Company Limited

202 ICOBI

203 Infectious Diseases Institute Limited

204 Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA)

205 Inspectorate of government

206 Inspirit Uganda Ltd

207 Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Ugand 

(ICPAU)

208 Integrated Transport Solutions Limited

209 International Energy Technik (U) Ltd

210 International Republican Institute

211 Intrahealth International

212 Ipsos Uganda

213 Iragaba Lukwago & Co.Advocates

214 Ison BPO Limited

215 Jacent motors

216 Jambo Roses Ltd

217 JIAM Investments

218 Jim Jam Investment Group

219 Jinja Area Communities Federation (JIACOFE)

220 Juho Enterprises Ltd

221 Jumia

222 Justice Defenders Uganda

223 Kagga and Partners Ltd

224 Kakira Sugar Limited

225 Kalongo Investments Limited

226 Kambasco Technologies Limited

227 Kampala Capital City Authority (KCCA)

228 Kampala Kids Coding Club

229 Kampala Pharmaceutical Industries(1996) Ltd

230 Kanodiko Systems Ltd

231 Kasana Foundation

232 Katakwi Hospital

233 Katalemwa Junior School

234 Kenafric Development Ltd

235 Kenwill Limited Uganda

No. Organisation

236 Kiboga NGO Forum

237 Kigundu Arther and Sons Ltd

238 King of Kings Multi-Investments & Consultancy 

Farm Ltd

239 Kings Schools Kabowa

240 Kingsnorton School

241 Kitebi-Secondary-School

242 KK Security Company (U) Limited

243 KKATT Consult Limited

244 Komo Learning Centres

245 Komolo Utility Services ltd.

246 Kray Microfinance

247 Kreem Sacco

248 Kubezio Company Ltd

249 KUEHNE + NAGEL LTD

250 Kulabakako Investment

251 Kwiksy Uganda

252 Kyambogo University

253 Kyankanzi District Local Government

254 Kyera Agricultural Training College

255 La Consult Limited

256 Lakeside Tours and Travel Ltd

257 Lamwo Child Development Centre/Project.

258 Lancet Laboratories Uganda

259 Laterite SMC Uganda limited

260 Lato Milk

261 LAYDNET Uganda

262 Levels Lounge and Restaurant

263 Liberty ICD Limited

264 Liquid Intelligent Technologies

265 Lira Regional Referral Hospital (LRRH)

266 Little Muheji School - Nansana

267 Living Earth Uganda

268 Living goods Uganda

269 Living Water International Uganda

270 Lubiri High School Limited

271 Lubtech Enterprises Ltd

272 Lutheran World Federation

273 Lwemiyaga Talents Rising Hands

274 Lycamobile Uganda

275 Maama Care Foundation

276 Makasi Rescue Fondation

277 Makerere Institute for Social Development MISD

278 Makerere University

279 Maranatha Tours and Travel Ltd

280 Marie Stopes Uganda

281 Marsh Uganda Limited

282 Mass Projects Uganda Ltd
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283 Mbale Area Federation of Communities

284 Mbale Delicious Bakers Ltd

285 Mbarara Secondary School

286 Medical Teams International-Uganda

287 Medipharm Sales Ltd

288 Megger Technical Services Ltd

289 Meilin Construction Company

290 Mentor Secondary School Lira

291 Meridian Tobacco Company Ltd

292 Metajua Uganda Limited

293 Metro Famers Limited

294 MFI Uganda

295 Microfinance Limited

296 Mihingo Lodge Ltd

297 Mildmay Uganda

298 Minet Limited

299 Ministry of Local Government

300 Ministry of Water and Environment

301 Mitooma District local Government

302 M-kopa Uganda

303 MOGAS Uganda Ltd

304 Momesi Enterprises

305 MONUSCO United Nations Peacekeeping

306 Moreka Technologies

307 Moroto Municipality

308 Mother Majeri Primary School

309 Motico Technical services

310 Mottmacdonald Uganda-Ukaid AMR Fleming Funds 

Project

311 MS Cityside Investments Ltd

312 MTN Uganda

313 Mugabi Apiary Products

314 Muhammadiyah Culture Religions

315 Mukwano Industries

316 Multi-Choice Uganda

317 Multipro Consumer Products Limited

318 Mwafrika Solar Off-Grid

319 Mwanza Consult Limited

320 Naalya Secondary Schools Ltd.

321 Namugongo Girls  Boarding School

322 National Housing and Construction Company Limited

323 National Social Security Fund -NSSF

324 National Water and Sewerage Corporation

325 Native Innovation Co Ltd

326 Ndejje University

327 Ndense Education Center

328 Ndibatuuka Stock Farm Limited

329 Nella Organics

330 Nerves & Bones Rehabilitation Services Limited

No. Organisation

331 NETWAS Uganda

332 New Hope Uganda

333 Newplan Limited

334 Nft Consult Limited

335 NGO Link Forum Apac

336 Ngora Sacco

337 Nice House of Plastics

338 Niyee Holdings Ltd

339 Nkonya Investment Company Limited

340 North Bukedi Co-operative Union Ltd

341 Northern Uganda Environmental Protection and 

Prevention of HIV/AIDS (NUEPHA)

342 Norwel Enterprises and Business Consultancy

343 Ntokota Milling Company

344 Numida Technologies

345 Nurture Africa

346 Nyakana Tobacco Stores

347 Odama's Economics and Management Consultancy.

348 Ola Sweet House

349 Om Energy U Ltd

350 OM Tech Engineering Limited

351 Omlimbach Enterprises Limited

352 One Acre Fund Limited

353 Oya Microcredit Company Limited

354 Paak Hardware Limited

355 Palm Corps Ltd

356 Pan African Women's Organization

357 Patasente Limited

358 Pavillion Hotel

359 Payroll Consults Africa Ltd

360 PCA Uganda

361 PEDN

362 Pe-gala Stitches

363 PeopleBrand House Limited

364 People's Medical Hospital

365 Peoples' Sacco Uganda

366 Perfect Aluminium International (U) Ltd

367 Petroleum Authority of Uganda

368 Pinnacle Hotel Mbarara

369 Plan International

370 Platinum Credit (U) Ltd

371 PML

372 POPOW

373 Population Services International Uganda

374 Portbell Supermarket Kampala

375 Posta Uganda

376 Preaching the Gospel and Reviving Hope

377 Premier Credit Limited

378 Pride Microfinance Limited
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379 Private Sector Foundation Uganda (PSFU)

380 Project for the Restoration of Livelihood In the 

Northern Region (PRELNOR)

381 Protea Hotel

382 PSI-Uganda

383 Put A Smile Uganda

384 Raising Up Hope for Uganda

385 Rakai Health Sciences Program (RHSP)

386 RAMCO International

387 Raphela Junior School

388 Rapid Advisory Services

389 Reality Vacation Innovations

390 Red Cross International

391 Regal Paints (U) Limited

392 Rehum International

393 Roko Construction Company Limited

394 Roofings Limited

395 Royal Crowns Healthcare

396 Royal mAfrica General Trading Ltd

397 Royal Pharma 2011 Limited

398 Royal Shadow

399 Royal Transit Limited

400 RTI International

401 Rugogamu Business link

402 Rukman International

403 Rukora Youth Association

404 Rwenzori Bottling Company

405 Rwenzori Center for Research and Advocacy

406 Ryeru Agencies

407 Saferworld

408 Sagemcom

409 Saints Media

410 Salex International Uganda Limited

411 Sama Source Uganda

412 Sanyu Fm (2000) Ltd

413 Sarah Works Stationary

414 Sartorius Uganda Ltd

415 Save the Children International Uganda

416 Scripture Union Uganda

417 Security Group Uganda Limited

418 See TV

419 Seret Grains Uganda Limited

420 Service Corps Limited

421 Sesco Tyres and General Parts Ltd

422 Seven Hills Impex Ltd

423 Seyani Brothers and Company Uganda Limited

424 SGA Security

425 Shipax Africa Ltd

426 Shiperoy Schools

No. Organisation

427 Signum Advocates

428 Silver Springs Hotel ltd

429 Smart Work Agencies Limited

430 SNV - Netherlands Development Organisation

431 Sogea Satom

432 Solarnow

433 Soruda Uganda

434 Source of Nile Fish Farm Uganda Ltd

435 Southern Range Nyanza LTD (Nytil)

436 St. Joseph's Girls Secondary Shool Nsambya

437 St.Joseph Vocational Training Centre

438 Stabex Textile

439 Stallion Insurance Brokers

440 Stanbic Bank

441 Standard Chartered Bank Uganda Limited

442 Starfly Steel

443 Startimes Digital Tv Uganda

444 Stay Alliance Uganda

445 Stay Focused Movement

446 Steadman Global Consulting Limited

447 Steel and Tube Limited

448 Stella Maris Boarding Primary School

449 Strategic Friends International Limited

450 Strong Minds Mental Health Africa-Uganda

451 Tarn Energy Services Limited

452 Tata Uganda Limited

453 Tawhiid Islamic School

454 Team Initiative Limited

455 Team University

456 TechBuzz Hub

457 Test and Fly Uganda

458 Thatch Lounge

459 The Agatha House of Cakes Seeta

460 The Assessment and Skilling Centre (TASC) Uganda

461 The Cradle

462 The Great Lakes Institute for Peace Studies

463 The Microfinance Support Centre Ltd

464 The Registered Trustees of Congregation of Holy Cross

465 The Uganda Institute of Banking and Financial 

Services

466 The Uganda National Roads Authority (UNRA)

467 The Water Trust

468 Tiptop

469 Toswo Secondary school

470 TotalEnergies E&P Uganda

471 Touch Salon

472 Toyota Uganda

473 TPO Uganda

474 Trade Organisation
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475 Trekking Timmy Limited

476 Trio Consultants Limited

477 Tugende Ltd

478 UAP OLD Mutual Life Assurance (U) Ltd

479 Ugaanda Management Institute

480 UGAFODE Microfinance Limited (MDI)

481 Uganda Aviation Academy

482 Uganda Breweries Limited (UBL)

483 Uganda Bureau of Statistics.

484 Uganda Development Bank Limited

485 Uganda Electricity Transmission Company Ltd

486 Uganda Investment Authority

487 Uganda Law Society

488 Uganda Management Institute

489 Uganda Meat Producers Cooperatives Union LTD

490 Uganda Moslem Supreme Council

491 Uganda National Association of Building and Civil 

Engineering Contractors

492 Uganda National Medical Stores

493 Uganda Police Force

494 Uganda Post Limited

495 Uganda Red Cross Society

496 Uganda Registration Services Bureau

497 Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Authority 

(URBRA)

498 Uganda Revenue Authority

499 Uganda Road Accident Reduction Network 

Organization-URRENO

500 Umeme Uganda Limited

501 Umoja microfinance SMC Limited

502 UN

503 UNHCR

504 Unicaf University

505 United Bank for Africa (U) Ltd

No. Organisation

506 Upwork

507 Urban Afrikanischer Traum (UAT)

508 Urban Fresh Soap

509 URC Rhites EC

510 USAID

511 UVRI-IAVI HIV Vaccine Program

512 Vector Control Division

513 Verizon Dev Organisation

514 Victoria University

515 Victory Outreach Ministries

516 Viga Holdings

517 Vision Medical Clinic

518 Vocare Ministries

519 Wageningen UR Uganda (ISSD- Uganda)

520 WaterAid Uganda

521 Watoto Child Care Ministries

522 Watu Credit Uganda

523 Wave Media Graphics

524 Wekkonect Group of Company

525 Whispers Restaurant

526 Windle International Uganda

527 World Vision

528 Xclusive Biological Control (U) Ltd

529 Xtian Lwandasa Company Organization

530 Yejian Technologies

531 Yosie Ads Limited

532 Youth Alive Foundation

533 ZOA International.

534 Zomno Distri  Farmers Association
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